PHYSICALLY DISTANT,
SOCIALLY Together
2020 YOUTH CHALLENGE PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
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2020 was a year like no other, but
that didn’t stop Youth Challenge from
bringing joy and laughter through
sports and art to young people with
physical disabilities and their teen
volunteer partners.
When Ohio went into lockdown due to COVID-19, YC programs had to
be put on hold. But without skipping a beat, we adapted—as we always
do—to provide opportunities for participants and volunteers virtually.
Posting daily activities on social media and holding various arts and
fitness programs using Zoom, the YC Gang was able to stay connected
while being apart.

By the summer of 2020,
YC’s in-person programs
looked a little different but
the FUN was still the same!
Programs took place
outside and the YC Gang
stayed physically distant
but socially connected.

In the fall, we were able to adapt our programs to be in the
YC headquarters again. We utilized almost every square foot
of the available program space in the building. Here are all of
the activities that took place on a typical Wednesday in the fall.

Participant & Volunteer
create pottery in the
Makers Space

Participant & Volunteer
workout in the
Fitness Area

STAFF
OFFICES

COURTNEY’S
COURTYARD

Participants & Staff
hit the books in
Learning Pods

Participant & Volunteer
run Boccia drills
in the Gym

While YC loves a good
outdoor program, we
knew the day would
come when it was just
too cold to continue
meeting outside.
Moving indoors during a
pandemic had its challenges,
but YC program staff figured
out a smart, safe, and fun way
to continue meeting in-person
with participants and staff
throughout the colder months.
Individual Sessions replaced
our tried and true group
programs in order to maintain
CDC guidelines.
Fall programs included a variety of virtual activities and small,
in-person programs held outdoors. Volunteers like Timmy
coached their partners like Alijah during games and provided
social support in lieu of hands-on assistance.

Participants and volunteers
were divided into sections of our
spacious Westlake headquarters
with as many as four concurrent
sessions happening at once.
Sessions included fitness, cinematography,
science, eSports, and many more! Although
we couldn't all be in the gym playing
basketball or rehearsing for Dance & Drama,
our individual sessions model allowed
program staffers to tailor each program to
the participant's interests and skills.

“Thank you for continuing to be creative and offer opportunities for both the participants
of YC as well as the volunteers. I know, for Emma, it has offered her an opportunity to
maintain some of the normalcy of what she really enjoyed about her life pre-pandemic.”
JESSICA HENNESSEY, Parent of Volunteer Emma

YC is known for
FUN, but with
the help of YC
staff, our Learning
Pods put the COOL
back in SCHOOL!

Each week this fall, YC opened its doors to a
small handful of participant students ranging
from elementary to college-age. Staff worked
one-on-one to ensure participants were getting the
most out of online classes during a pandemic.

With reliable wifi, individualized support, and
a change of scenery, participants were able to
continue to learn and grow as students. And
what better place than YC for those short brain breaks?

“Our family is so thankful
for the virtual programs, we
love that Skye looks forward
to each session and that she
is active while being safe.”
TINA RAFTERY, Grandmother of
Participant Skye

Shooting hoops in the gym, jamming out
on a keyboard, or just catching up with
other staffers in the building motivated
participants to do their best work quickly and efficiently.

Participants and Volunteers are paired one-on-one
at YC programs. The relationships formed here are
the heart of Youth Challenge.

Participants

Volunteers

BY THE NUMBERS

BY THE NUMBERS

YC provides sports &
recreation programs to

and serves an
additional

In 2020, YC received
help from

PARTICIPANTS

COMMUNITY MEMBERS

TOTAL VOLUNTEERS

120

46

254

with disabilities

8

KRAZY
KAMPERS
(AGES 4-8)

63

AGES 9-18

29

AGES 19-25

20

ALUMNI
AGES 26+

220 28
TEENS

ADULTS

6

OTHER

Volunteers
gave

3,053 1/2
HOURS OF SERVICE

Programs

Transportation

YC Geography

At each program, children with
physical disabilities are paired
with peer volunteers who help
them participate in adapted
sports, arts and recreational
programs. This interaction
helps to promote inclusion and
fosters friendship and respect
among children of all abilities.

Our fleet of seven lift-equipped
vans is used to transport
participants to and from
activities. Transportation is
provided at no charge.

YC serves
participants from

244

95%
OF PARTICIPANTS RECEIVED
YC TRANSPORTATION

1,520

TOTAL PROGRAMS

RIDES PROVIDED

3,940

40,291

TOTAL HOURS OF SERVICE,
OFFERED YEAR-ROUND,
FREE OF CHARGE

TOTAL MILES
COVERED BY YC VANS

$6,980
TOTAL FUEL COST

6

COUNTIES:

Cuyahoga
Lorain
Medina
Lake
Summit
Stark
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YOUTH CHALLENGE brings together young people with

physical disabilities and teen volunteers who inspire each other
through adapted sports, recreation and social growth activities.

CONTACT
(p) 440.892.1001

HEADQUARTERS
800 Sharon Drive
Westlake, OH 44145

SHAKER HEIGHTS
19910 Malvern Road
Shaker Heights, OH

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT www.YouthChallengeSports.com

44122

